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Experiment and Analysis on the
Free Dynamics of a Shallow Arch
After an Impact Load at the End
In this paper we consider a sinusoidal arch with one end pinned in space while the
end attached to a mass and supported by a spring. The supporting wall of the spr
moved a distance quasi-statically to initiate preload in the arch and the spring.
assembly is then set in motion by an impact at the attached mass. The condition
which the arch may snap to the other side dynamically depends on the initial speed
attached mass due to impact. Sufficient condition on the initial speed against dyn
snap-through is formulated based on the concept of minimum energy barrier. The e
of damping on the transient response of the assembly are also discussed. An experi
setup is designed to measure the transient response of the arch following the impa
the critical initial speed of the attached mass. The experimental results are in g
agreement with theoretical predictions.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1827245#
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1 Introduction
An arch subjected to lateral loads may become elastically

stable. If the initial height of the arch is of the same order as
span of the arch, the buckling deformation is nearly inextensio
On the other hand, an arch is termed shallow if the initial heigh
much smaller than the span. When the lateral load of a sha
arch reaches a critical value the deformed shape may under
sudden jump called snap-through buckling. The buckling de
mation of a shallow arch will be extensional rather than inext
sional. Depending on how the lateral load is applied, the sn
through buckling of a shallow arch can be divided into tw
categories, i.e., static buckling and dynamic buckling. In the c
of static buckling, the lateral load is applied in a quasi-static m
ner. The first theoretical prediction on the static critical load w
conducted by Timoshenko in 1935@1#, in which a pinned sinu-
soidal arch was subjected to a uniformly distributed load. Fu
and Kaplan@2# extended the research by considering a flexi
supported shallow arch under various kinds of lateral loadi
Fung and Kaplan also conducted a series of experiments on
pin-ended arches having rigid simple supports. Gjelsvik a
Bonder @3# presented a complete theoretical and experime
analysis on a clamped arch under a central concentrated
Franciosi et al.@4# extended the conventional limit analysis to th
collapse of arches under repeated loading. Schreyer and Masu@5#
analyzed a clamped circular arch and demonstrated that the
tence of a bifurcation of the equilibrium state is not an adequ
condition for the use of the asymmetric buckling criterion. L
and Murphy@6# considered the inelastic buckling of a clamp
circular arch made of work-hardening material. Simitses@7# stud-
ied the effect of an elastic foundation on the critical loads o
sinusoidal arch. Roorda@8# conducted a series of experiments
study the effect of small imperfection on the buckling of elas
structures, including a laterally loaded circular arch.

In the case when the lateral load is applied suddenly instea
in quasi-static manner, the phenomenon is dynamic and m
more complicated. Generally speaking, the methodologies use
estimating dynamic critical loads of elastic structures can be c
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accepted until four months after final publication in the paper itself in the AS
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sified in two groups@9#. The first approach is to study the tota
energy and the phase plane of the system. By this method s
cient conditions for dynamic stability may be established. The fi
theoretical prediction of dynamic buckling load was conducted
Hoff and Bruce in 1954@10#, in which they studied the stability o
a sinusoidal arch under unit step loading and ideal impulsive lo
ing. Hsu @11,12# and Hsu et al.@13# studied the effects various
parameters on the stability of a flexibly supported sinusoidal a
under impulsive and other types of time-varying loads. Xu et
@14# considered a shallow arch elastically supported at both e
in the lateral direction and under impulsive loading. This approa
provides a lower bound of the dynamic critical load.

The second approach is to solve the equations of motion
merically to obtain the system response and identify the crit
load for specified system parameters. This approach provid
more accurate prediction of the critical load at the expense
large amount of calculation. Humphreys@15# performed both nu-
merical and experimental studies on the dynamic snap-throug
a circular arch under uniform impulsive loading. Lock@16# used a
numerical integration method and an infinitesimal stability ana
sis to predict the dynamic critical load of a sinusoidal arch un
a step loading. Huang and Nachbar@17# added the effects of geo
metric imperfection and viscoelastic behavior. Ariaratnam a
Sankar@18# studied the dynamic buckling of a shallow arch und
stochastic loads. Fulton and Barton@19# introduced a different
criterion for dynamic stability. Sundararajan and Kumani@20# in-
vestigated the dynamic stability of a shallow arch under inclin
loads. Lo and Masur@21# presented a hybrid method for sna
through stability analysis, which incorporates an integral equa
formulation in conjunction with a finite element method. Johns
and Mclvor@22# investigated numerically the effects of the spat
distribution of impulsive loads and damping@23# on the dynamic
snap-through of a shallow arch. Huang and Plaut@24# studied the
dynamic stability of a shallow arch under pulsating loads. Greg
and Plaut@25# and Donaldson and Plaut@26# discussed the stabil
ity boundaries for arches that are loaded by two independent
of dynamic loads.

It is noted from the earlier literature review that while theore
ical development on dynamic snap-through of shallow arche
quite well-established, experimental investigation@15# is rela-
tively rare compared to the static case, partly because of the
ficulty in applying prescribed time-varying lateral force. In th
paper we will investigate, both theoretically and experimentally
dynamic problem which involves an elastically supported a
subjected to impact at the end, as shown in Fig. 1. One end o
arch is pinned in space, while the other end is attached to a m
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and supported by a spring. The arch is not subjected to any la
load. After a quasi-static movement of the supporting wall to p
load the arch and the spring, the attached mass is subjected
impact and attains a substantial initial speed. The arch-m
spring assembly is then set in motion. The question we are in
ested in this paper is whether the arch will snap to the other
before it settles to a steady state position. Intuitively, if the imp
is minor the arch will return to its original position after the v
bration following impact is damped out. On the other hand, if
impact is more severe and the initial speed of the attached m
reaches a critical value, the arch may snap to the other side.
oretical prediction of the critical initial speed will be present
and verified later by an experiment. By adjusting the stiffness
the supporting spring and the height of the arch, the assembly
be used as a mechanical warning device against severe impa

2 Equations of Motion
Figure 1 shows a flexibly supported shallow arch, with one e

pinned in space while the other end attached to a massm* and
supported by a spring with spring constantk* . We assume tha
both the arch and the spring are in unstrained state initially.
initial shape of the arch when it is unstrained isy0* (x* ) with the
two ends being separated by a distanceL. Before timet* 50 we
move quasi-statically the supporting wall of the spring a dista
a* to the right. The arch-mass-spring system is then in a sta
equilibrium position with the distance of the two ends of the a
being increased by an amountd i* , while the spring being
stretched a distanced i* 2a* . The shape of the prestressed arch
denoted byyi* (x* ). The axial thrust throughout the arch and t
spring ispi* . If the supporting wall of the spring is moved to th
left then a* is negative. We assume that at timet* 50 the at-
tached mass of the prestressed assembly is under impact b
object and attains an initial speedḋ* (0)5v i* . The arch-mass-
spring system is then set in motion with the shape of the vibra
arch being denoted byy* (x* ,t* ). The equation of motion of the
arch can be written as

rAy,t* t*
* 52EI~y* 2y0* ! ,x* x* x* x* 1~p* 2m* d̈* !y,x* x*

* (1)

The parametersE, r, A, andI are Young’s modulus, mass densit
area, and area moment of inertia of the cross section of the a
The comma represents partial differentiation, while the overh
dot represents the derivative with respect to time. In writing E
~1! we assume that the curvature of the arch is small and ca
approximated by2(y* 2y0* ),x* x* . An arch is termed high arch
when its curvature cannot be treated as small. We also assum
the effects of rotary inertia and shearing deformations are
glected. Strains are assumed to remain within the elastic limit
Hooke’s law is valid. The termp* 2m* d̈* is the axial thrust in
the arch, whilep* alone is the axial force in the spring

p* 52k* ~d* 2a* ! (2)

We assume that the axial thrust is constant along the arch a
thus a function only of the time. The moving distanced* of the
attached mass from its initial rest position before the quasi-st

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of a flexibly supported arch under
impact at the end
Journal of Applied Mechanics
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wall movement can be related to the arch shapey* (x* ,t* ) by
considering the equilibrium of the attached mass as

d* 5
~p* 2m* d̈* !L

EA
1

1

2 E0

L

@~y0,x*
* !22~y,x*

* !2#dx* (3)

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq.~3! represents the
effect of extensibility of the arch, while the second term represe
the effect of shape change~mainly due to rotation!. From Eqs.~2!
and ~3! we can derivep* as

p* ~ t !5
k*

EA1k* L H Lm* d̈* 1EAa* 2
EA

2 E
0

L

@~y0,x*
* !2

2~y,x*
* !2#dx* J (4)

The parametersd i* , pi* , and functionyi* (x* ), which refer to the
mass position, axial force, and deformed shape of the arch be
impact, can be calculated from Eqs.~1!, ~3!, and~4! by ignoring
all the terms involving differentiation with respect to time.

Equations~1! and ~4! can be nondimensionalized to the form

y,tt52~y2y0! ,xxxx1~p2md̈ !y,xx (5)

p5
k

2p E
0

p

~y,x
2 2y0,x

2 !dx1a1kmd̈ (6)

where

y5
y*

r
, y05

y0*

r
, x5

px*

L
, t5

p2t*

L2
AEI

Ar
,

p5
p* L2

p2EI
, k5

k*

k* 1EA/L

d5
Ld*

p2r 2~12k!
, a5

kLa*

p2r 2
, m5

~12k!Ip4m*

L3A2r
,

v i5
L3v i*

p4r 3~12k!
Ar

E

As a general rule in this paper, a variable without asterisk i
dimensionless counterpart of the one with asterisk.r is the radius
of gyration of the cross section of the arch.p51 corresponds to
the Euler buckling load for a perfectly straight simply support
beam. The dimensionless spring constantk ranges from 0 (k*
50) to 1 (k* →`). The boundary conditions fory at x50 andp
are

y~0!2y0~0!5y,xx~0!2y0,xx~0!5y~p!2y0~p!

5y,xx~p!2y0,xx~p!50 (7)

The initial shape of the unstrained arch is assumed to be in
form

y0~x!5h sinx (8)

h is the initial height of the arch. It is assumed that the shape
the arch can be expanded as

y~x,t !5y01(
n51

`

an~ t !sinnx (9)

After substituting Eqs.~8! and ~9! into ~5! and ~6! we obtain the
equations governing the generalized coordinatesan :

ä152a12~p2md̈ !~h1a1! (10)

än52n4an2n2~p2md̈ !an n52,3, . . . (11)

where

p5kS h

2
a11

1

4 (
i 51

`

i 2a i
2D 1a1kmd̈ (12)
JANUARY 2005, Vol. 72 Õ 55
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It is noted that the parameterd̈ in Eqs.~10!, ~11!, and~12! is still
unknown. To obtain the additional equation of motion account
for d we substitute Eq.~4! into Eq. ~3!, nondimensionalize, and
discretize by using Eq.~9!:

md̈52d2S h

2
a11

1

4 (
i 51

`

i 2a i
2D 1

a

12k
(13)

Equations~10!–~13! are the discretized equations of motion of t
assembly.

3 Equilibrium Configurations
We first study the equilibrium configurations of the prestres

arch-mass-spring assembly following the quasi-static wall mo
menta. The shape of the prestressed arch can be determined
Eqs.~10! and~11! by neglecting all the acceleration terms. The
are two different types of equilibrium configurations, i.e., on
mode and two-mode solutions. It can be easily shown that E
~10! and~11! do not admit an equilibrium configuration with mor
than two modes.

One-Mode Solution y5y01a1 sinx.
a1 satisfies the following cubic equation

a~a11h!52
a1

4
~ka1

213kha112kh214! (14)

After defining parametera1 as

a15
kh2

4
2

3

4
~4kh2!1/321 (15)

we can make the following observations.

1. If a.a1 , then there is only one equilibrium configuratio
denoted byP0 .

2. If a,a1 , then there are three equilibrium configuratio
P0 , P1

1 , andP1
2 , where

a1~P1
2!,2h2S 2h

k D 1/3

,a1~P1
1!,2h,a1~P0! (16)

3. If a5a1 , then the configurationsP1
1 and P1

2 coincide. We
denote this special one-mode configuration asP1 . Also

a1~P1!52h2S 2h

k D 1/3

(17)

Two-Mode Solution y5y01a1 sinx1aj sin jx.
It can be shown that a two-mode solution always contains

first mode a1 sinx. For this case the solutions can be writte
explicitly

a15
2 j 2h

j 221
(18)

a j56
2

j
Aaj2a

k
(19)

where

aj5
~ j 222! j 2h2k

4~ j 221!2
2 j 2 (20)

These configurations are denoted byP1 j
1 and P1 j

2 , which exist
only when

a,aj (21)

It is noted that in both Eqs.~15! ~for a1) and ~20! ~for aj ) the
parametersk andh appear together in the formkh2. By compar-
ing Eqs.~15! and ~20! we observe that

a1>aj (22)
56 Õ Vol. 72, JANUARY 2005
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The special initial height which rendersa15aj is denoted byh̄ j ,
where

kh̄j
252~ j 221!3 j 52,3,4, . . . (23)

The values of some ofkh̄j
2 arekh̄2

2554, kh̄3
251024, etc. Figure 2

shows theaj curves in thekh2-a plane. Theseaj curves divide
the kh2-a plane into several regions. The black dot ath5h̄2 sig-
nifies the touching point betweena1 and a2 curves. For a given
set of kh2 and a, we can determine the number of equilibriu
configurations. For instance, if the point (kh2,a) fall in the region
1, then there is only one equilibrium configurationP0 . For the
parameter ranges in Fig. 2 there are seven regions, whose eq
rium configurations are listed in Table 1.

4 Stability of Equilibrium Configurations
First of all, the dimensionless total energyH of any configura-

tion can be calculated as

H5
2

p E
0

p

@~y,t!
21~y,xx2y0,xx!

2#dx12~p2md̈ !21
2p2~12k!

k

12mḋ2~12k! (24)

The two terms in the integral represent the kinetic energy and
bending strain energy. The second term is the strain energy du
the axial force. The third term is the strain energy of the spri
The last term is the kinetic energy of mass. For an equilibri
configuration corresponding to a specified wall movementa, the
kinetic energy is zero and the total energy consists of only
strain energyU:

U5
2

p E
0

p

~y,xx2y0,xx!
2dx1

2p2

k
(25)

Fig. 2 aj curves on the kh 2-a plane

Table 1 Equilibrium configurations in various regions of Fig. 2

Region Equilibrium configuration Stability of P1
2

1 P0
2 P0 , P1

6 Stable
3 P0 , P1

6 , P12
6 Stable

4 P0 , P1
6 , P12

6 , P13
6 Stable

5 P0 , P1
6 , P12

6 , P13
6 , P14

6 Stable
6 P0 , P1

6 , P12
6 , P13

6 , P14
6 , P15

6 Stable
7 P0 , P1

6 Unstable
Transactions of the ASME
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For the two-mode configurationsP1 j
1 andP1 j

2 the strain energy are
equal, and can be written as

U~P1 j
1 !5U~P1 j

2 !5
1

k S j 4kh2

j 221
22 j 424 j 2aD (26)

For the one-mode solutions the strain energy is

U5a1
21

2p2

k
(27)

wherea1 andp are the generalized coordinate and the axial thr
of the one-mode solution. The physical total energyH* and strain
energyU* are related toH andU by

H5
4AL3H*

p2EI2
, U5

4AL3U*

p2EI2
(28)

In order to study the stability of the equilibrium configuratio
with shapeȳ, we perturb the equilibrium shape by a small amou
« ŷ to examine how the strain energy changes.« is a small positive
number. The strain energyU of the perturbed configuration can b
expanded in terms of« as

U~ ȳ1« ŷ!2U~ ȳ!5«H 4

p E
0

p

@~ ȳ,xx2y0,xx!ŷ,xx1py,xŷ,x#dxJ
1«2H 2

p E
0

p

@~ ŷ,xx!
21 p̄~ ŷ,x!

2#dx

1
2k

p2 F E
0

p

ȳ,xŷ,xdxG2J
1«3H 2k

p2 F E
0

p

ȳ,xŷ,xdxGF E
0

p

~ ŷ,x!
2dxG J

1«4H k

2p2 F E
0

p

~ ŷ,x!
2dxG2J (29)

p̄ is the axial force of the equilibrium configurationȳ, and can be
calculated from Eq.~10! as

p̄5
2a1

a11h
(30)

To prove that an equilibrium shapeȳ is stable we have to show
that the energy differenceU( ȳ1« ŷ)2U( ȳ) is positive for any
ŷÞ0. On the other hand, to prove thatȳ is an unstable equilibrium
shape, we only need to find oneŷÞ0 which rendersU( ȳ1« ŷ)
2U( ȳ) negative. After integrating by parts and using the fact t
ȳ satisfies the static equilibrium equations it can be shown that
coefficient of« in Eq. ~29! is zero. To determine the stability w
next examine the second variation of the strain energy

d2U5
2

p E
0

p

@~ ŷ,xx!
21 p̄~ ŷ,x!

2#dx1
2k

p2 F E
0

p

ȳ,xŷ,xdxG2

(31)

In some casesd2U is zero identically, and higher order variatio
is needed. More details of the above energy method can be fo
in Ref. @27#, and the conclusions are summarized in the followin

One-Mode Solutions: P0 is always stable.P1
1 is always un-

stable. Ifh<h2, thenP1
2 is stable if and only ifa,a1 . On the

other hand, ifh.h2, thenP1
2 is stable if and only ifa,a2 .

Two-Mode Solutions: P1 j
1 andP1 j

2 are always unstable.
From the earlier analysis, we know that for any combination

a andkh2 there are at most two stable configurations. One of th
is alwaysP0 , and the other possible stable configuration isP1

2 .
In Table 1 we also identify the regions with stableP1

2 . For those
Journal of Applied Mechanics
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quasi-static wall movementsa, which result in only one stable
equilibrium positionP0 , the assembly will return to the origina
position following impact. On the other hand, for those w
movements which render the existence of two stable positionsP0

and P1
2 , then it is possible for the arch to snap and settle toP1

2

following the impact. It is the purpose of this paper to determ
the lowest possible initial speed of the impacted mass, be
which the arch-mass-spring assembly is in no danger to snap.
lowest initial speed is called the critical initial speed.

5 Snap-Through Criterion
While it is in general difficult to determine the necessary a

sufficient condition for dynamic snap-through to occur, we c
establish the sufficient conditions against dynamic snap-thro
in terms of the dimensionless total energyH of the vibrating arch-
mass-spring assembly following the impact. The basic idea of
snap-through criterion is that if the total energy gained by
assembly from the impact is smaller than the minimum ene
barrier lying between the nearest stable equilibrium position
the distant stable one, then the arch has no chance to snap dyn
cally. The energy barrier can be proved to be the strain energ
either the unstable configurationP1

1 or P12
6 , depending on the

parametersk, h and a @27#. The sufficient conditions against dy
namic snap-through fromP0 to P1

2 can then be stated in th
following.

Case ~1! h<h2 and a2<a,a1 : The sufficient condition
against snap-through isHi,U(P1

1), whereHi is the total energy
immediately following impact.

Case~2! a,a2 : The sufficient condition against snap-throug
is Hi,U(P12

6 ).
Figures 3~a!, 3~b!, and 3~c! show the equilibrium positions and

strain energy contours for three typical situations. In Fig. 3~a! k
50.4, h510, anda53, which falls in region 3 of Fig. 2. There
are five equilibrium positions in this region, among themP12

6 are
the saddle points whose strain energy is the energy barrier
venting the system from snapping from positionP0 to another
stable positionP1

2 . In Fig. 3~b! k50.2,h510, anda50.6, which
falls in region 2 of Fig. 2. There are three equilibrium positions
this region, among themP1

1 is a saddle point whose strain energ
serves as the energy barrier. In Fig. 3~c! k50.8, h510, anda
513.8, which falls in region 7 of Fig. 2. There are three equil
rium positions in this region, among themP0 is the only stable
equilibrium position.P1

2 becomes a saddle point in this case.

6 Effect of Damping
Figures 4~a!, 4~b!, and 4~c! show the deformation history of an

arch withh510, k50.4, a53, andm50.001, which falls in re-
gion 3 of Fig. 2. In calculating the response we modify Eq.~10!
by adding a damping parameterm:

ä152mȧ12a12~p2md̈ !~h1a1! (32)

The relation betweenm and its physical counterpartm* is

m5
m* L2

p2rAr
Ar

E
(33)

The initial speedv i is set to be 110. The dampingm used in Figs.
4~a!, 4~b!, and 4~c! are 0.2, 0.3, and 0.6, respectively. The initi
conditions are

a i~0!50, i 51,2,3, . . .

ȧ1~0!52
2v i

h
, (34)

ȧ i~0!50, i 52,3,4, . . .

For the small damping case in Fig. 4~a! the energy gained by the
assembly is large enough to surpass the energy barrierU(P12

6 ) and
JANUARY 2005, Vol. 72 Õ 57
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a1 can reacha1(P1
2). However, due to small damping, the arch

snapped back and finally settles to positionP0 . For the medium
damping case in Fig. 4~b!, the assembly not only gains enoug
energy to surpassU(P12

6 ) anda1 can reacha1(P1
2), the damping

also prevents it from snapping back toP0 . The arch settles toP1
2

eventually. In Fig. 4~c! the damping is so large that it prevents t
arch from surpassingU(P12

6 ), and the arch has no choice but
settle to P0 . The existent equilibrium positions are plotted
dashed horizontal lines for reference. These examples demon
that damping plays an important role in dynamic snap-throu
when the total energy of the assembly gained from impac
greater than the energy barrier.

7 Critical Initial Speed
Another important factor in determining whether snap-throu

will occur is the end initial speed. Apparently, for very sma
initial speed no snap-through is possible. Asv i increases, on the
other hand, snap-through might occur. It is therefore possibl
define a critical initial speedvcr below which no snap-through i
possible even if there exist two stable equilibrium positions. Fr
the snap-through criterion discussed previously, we can derive
expression of the critical initial speed as follows.

For the case whenh<h2 anda2<a,a1 the energy barrier is
U(P1

1). From the conditionHi(vcr)5U(P1
1), whereHi(vcr) is

the total energy of the system immediately after the attached m
attains initial speedvcr from the impact, it can be found that th
critical initial speedvcr for this case is

Fig. 3 Strain energy contours for „a… kÄ0.4, hÄ10, aÄ3, „b…
kÄ0.2, hÄ10, aÄ0.6, „c… kÄ0.8, hÄ10, aÄ13.8
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vcr5
h@ka1

2~P1
1!2ka1

2~P0!12p2~P1
1!22p2~P0!#1/2

@2mh2k~12k!14k#1/2
(35)

p(P0) and p(P1
1) are the axial thrust of the assembly in th

equilibrium positionsP0 andP1
1 , respectively. For the case whe

a,a2 the energy barrier isU(P12
6 ). From the conditionHi(vcr)

5U(P12
6 ) it can be found that the critical initial speedvcr for this

case is

vcr5
h@16kh2296248a23ka1

2~P0!26p2~P0!#1/2

@6mh2k~12k!112k#1/2
(36)

It is noted that the one-mode solutionP0 and P1
1 cannot be

solved explicitly whenaÞ0. Therefore, the parametersa1(P0),
a1(P1

1), p(P0), and p(P1
1) in Eqs. ~35! and ~36! can only be

calculated numerically. On the other hand whena50, i.e.,
the assembly is unstrained before impact, Eqs.~35! and ~36! can
be expressed in the following closed forms. For the ca
18.kh2.16:

vcr5
h2~32c!

4~12c! H 1612kh2~12c!2

kh2@mh2~12k!12#
J 1/2

,

where c5A12
16

kh2
(37)

For the casekh2.18:

vcr5
h

2 F 32h2k2192

3mh2k~12k!16k
G 1/2

(38)

Fig. 4 Effect of damping m on the response of the assembly
with hÄ10, kÄ0.4, aÄ3, v iÄ110, mÄ0.001. „a… mÄ0.2, „b…
mÄ0.3, „c… mÄ0.6.
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8 Experimental Setup
An experimental setup is designed to verify the earlier theo

ical prediction. The schematic diagram of the setup is shown
Fig. 5. The function of each component in the setup is explai
as follows.~1! The arch is made of aluminum strip with Young
modulus 70 GPa and mass density 2800 kg/m3. The lengthL of
the arch is 40 cm and the cross section is 25 mm31.5 mm. ~2!
Attached mass, which consists of a roller bearing and a lin
bearing at the end, is scaled atm* 5473 g. The roller bearing is
installed to simulate the pinned condition, while the linear bear
is to reduce the friction when the mass slides on the guiding r
~3!. ~4! Spring to support the arch in the axial direction, who
spring constant can be adjusted in the rangek* 5200– 400 N/cm
by changing its working length.~5! A lock-and-release striking
mechanism, which consists of a striking hammer and a sprin
store the striking power.~6! An adjustable screw mechanism
control the quasi-static wall movementa* . ~7! An LDV system
made by Polytec Co.~optical measurement head OFV-508 a
electronic signal processor OFV-2802! to measure the speed of th
sliding mass in the axial direction or the lateral speed at the m
point ~one at a time! of the arch. The converting ratio of the LDV
signal is 1 V to 125 mm/s. The instrument can record a signa
to 15 V. Displacement can be obtained by integrating the sp
signal. ~8! A digital oscilloscope is used to visually monitor an
record the signals from the LDV system. A photograph of t
laboratory setup is shown in Fig. 6.

9 Transient Response Measurements
Figure 7 shows the measured speed history of the attached

following the impact. The parameters of the assembly are in
height h* 52.80 cm (h565), spring constantk* 5327 N/cm (k
50.0050), wall movementa* 50. The complicated impact phe
nomenon between the striking hammer and the metallic flange
the sliding mass is not of our interest. Instead, we focus our
tention to the initial speed gained by the sliding mass after

Fig. 5 Schematic diagram of the experimental setup

Fig. 6 A photograph of the experimental setup in the
laboratory
Journal of Applied Mechanics
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impact. The initial speed is measured atv i* 51.72 m/s (v i

52860) and is signified by a black dot in the figure. The rise tim
from impact to the speed peak is about 0.0005 s. In this exp
ment snap-through occurs with the arch passing through the h
zontal position at 0.015 s~the first crossing of theḋ* 50 line!. For
easy reference we present the results with both physical pa
eters~with asterisk! and the dimensionless ones~without asterisk!.
The same labeling style is adopted in the following figures.

The solid lines in Fig. 8 represent the measured lateral defl
tion history at the midpoint of the arch following the impact. Th
parameters of the assembly in Fig. 8~a! are h* 53.46 cm (h
580), k* 5206 N/cm (k50.0034), v i* 51.44 m/s (v i52400).

Fig. 7 Measured speed history of the attached mass following
the impact. Parameters of the assembly are h *Ä2.80 cm,
k *Ä327 NÕcm, a*Ä0.

Fig. 8 Deflection history at the midpoint of the arch following
the impact. The solid lines are the measured response while
the dashed lines are the numerical results. „a… h *Ä3.46 cm,
k *Ä206 NÕcm, v i*Ä1.44 mÕs. „b… h *Ä3.00 cm, k *Ä333 NÕcm,
v i*Ä1.79 mÕs.
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No snap-through occurs in this case and the arch settles to
original shape eventually. Figure 8~b! shows the deflection history
of another assembly with parametersh* 53.00 cm (h570), k*
5333 N/cm (k50.0051), v i* 51.79 m/s (v i52975). Snap-
through occurs in Fig. 8~b! and the arch settles eventually to th
other side.

To simulate the motion of the assembly numerically, we have
estimate the damping of the system. The dissipating mechanis
the system comes from the friction in the moving parts and
material damping in the arch and the spring. We assume tha
first mode is dominant in the dynamic response in Fig. 8~a!. The
damping factor may be estimated from the decaying rate of
two peaks as signified by black dots. The heights of the two pe
are measured aty1538 andy2524. The ratio of the damping o
the systemm in Eq. ~32! to a critical dampingmc is @28#

m

mc
5

ln~y1 /y2!

$~2p!21@ ln~y1 /y2!#2%1/2
(39)

The damping ratio in Eq.~39! is calculated as 0.07. The critica
dampingmc is estimated numerically by adjusting the dampi
parameterm in Eq. ~32! until the responsea1 ceases to oscillate
In this way the dimensionless critical dampingmc is estimated as
10. As a consequence the damping of the assembly is estimat
m50.7 ~m*59.8 N s/m!. It is noted that the concept of critica
damping and the logarithmic decrement approach is for a lin
oscillator. We assume that the similar concept can be extende
a nonlinear system with a linear viscous damping such as
~32!. Although this estimate may appear somewhat engineer
oriented, it is believed that the damping factor in our experimen
setup is about this order. Whether this approach is satisfacto
examined by experimental results. The dashed lines in Figs.~a!
and 8~b! are the deflection history from numerically integratin
Eq. ~32!. The short rise time from impact to the peak speed
explained in Fig. 7 is ignored. It is noted that the actual respo
as measured in the experiment may contain multiple-mode c
ponents, while the numerical simulation contains only a sin
modea1 because of the initial conditions~34!. The actual multi-
mode response may result from imperfect initial shape of the a
The good agreement between the experiment and the nume
simulation as demonstrated in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b! confirms
that the one-mode solutiona1(t)sinx is indeed the dominan
component.

10 Critical Speed Measurements
Figure 9 shows the results from a series of experiments on

critical initial speed. Figure 9~a! shows the relation between th
critical initial speedvcr* and the wall movementa* . The fixed
parameters of the assembly ish* 53.46 cm (h580), k*
5206 N/cm (k50.0034). The symbol3represents the measure
critical initial speed. In the experiment we increase the strik
power of the hammer incrementally until snap-through occu
The increment in the corresponding initial speed change is a
0.0125 m/s, which may be considered as the accuracy of the
cal speed measurement. Each experiment is repeated three
Therefore, there are three3clustered for each specifieda* . The
solid line represents the theoretical predictions. The two bl
dots represent the wall movement corresponding toa1 anda2 . In
the rangea2,a,a1 the theoretical critical initial speed is give
by Eq.~35!. In the rangea,a2 the theoretical critical initial speed
is given by Eq.~36!. In the rangea.a1 no snap-through is pos
sible because there exist only one stable equilibrium positionP0 .
It is noted that the wall movementa in the experiment range
from negative to positive values. It is observed that the criti
initial speed decreases as the wall movementa increases until the
point a5a1 .

Figure 9~b! shows the critical initial speed as a function of th
supporting spring constantk* . The fixed parameters of the assem
bly is h* 53.46 cm (h580), a* 50. The two points signified by
60 Õ Vol. 72, JANUARY 2005
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black dots arek1516/h2 andk2518/h2. In the rangek1,k,k2
the theoretical critical initial speed is given by Eq.~37!. In the
rangek,k2 the theoretical critical initial speed is given by Eq
~38!. It is observed that the critical initial speed increases as
spring constantk* increases. Figure 9~c! shows the critical initial
speed as a function of the initial heighth* of the arch. The fixed
parameters of the assembly isk* 5208 N/cm (k50.0035), a*
50. The two points corresponding toa1 and a2 are outside the
range of this figure. The critical initial speed increases as
initial height of the arch increases. Generally speaking, the exp
mental results of the critical initial speeds are satisfactory co
pared to the theoretical predictions.

11 Conclusions
In this paper we consider a shallow arch with initial heighth.

One end of the arch is attached to a massm and supported by a
spring with constantk. After the supporting wall is moved quas
statically a distancea to preload the arch-mass-spring assemb
the attached mass is subjected to impact and attains initial s
v i . We are interested in the conditions under which the arch w
snap to the other side dynamically. Some results can be sum
rized in the following.

~1! There are at most two stable equilibrium configurations
any given combination ofa, h andk. One of them isP0 , which is
always stable. The other isP1

2 , which is stable only in certain
range ofa andkh2.

~2! Whenh<h2 anda2<a,a1 , the energy barrier preventing
the arch from snapping fromP0 to P1

2 is the strain energy ofP1
1 .

In the case whena,a2 the energy barrier is the strain energy
P12

6 .
~3! The assembly is safe from dynamic snap-through as lon

the initial speed of the attached mass from the impact is sma
than a critical speed. This critical initial speed can be predic
analytically and confirmed by experiments.

Fig. 9 Critical initial speed v cr* as a function of „a… wall move-
ment a* , „b… supporting spring constant k * , „c… initial height h *
of the arch. Symbol Ãrepresents the measured data, while the
solid lines are the theoretical predictions.
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~4! Generally speaking the critical initial speed decreases aa
increases, while it increases ask andh increase.
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